
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: Geography
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year 13 Spring 1 and 2 Signpost/notes

Knowledge
to be taught

Global systems and global governance
- What is the nature and role of a TNC?
- Where does an Apple phone come from?
- How has Apple benefited from globalisation?
- How does Apple exploit LICs and NEEs?
- What does the world trade of bananas look like?
- How has the trade of bananas changed?
- Why is fairtrade needed?
- How can trade agreements help the trade of food products?
- How does international trade and variable access to markets impact people’s lives?
- What is global governance and why is it needed?
- How is global governance achieved?
- What are the issues and inequalities associated with global governance?
- What is a global common?
- Where is Antarctica located?
- What is Antarctica’s climate like and why?
- How is Antarctica governed?
- How successful have attempts been to govern Antarctica?
- What is the Antarctic Treaty and why is it important?
- How do NGOs help to govern Antarctica?
- Does globalisation bring positives or negatives to the world?

Why do we teach this unit here?
Global systems and global governance – This
unit is taught at the end of Year 13 as links
closely to the A Level business specification so
will recap on content caught for students who
also study A Level Business.
Strategies to embed concepts in long term
memory
- Quizzes
- Verbal questioning and feedback sessions
- Revision homework

Careers
- International trade advisor
- Environmental education officer

SMSC
- Where does an Apple phone come from?
- How has Apple benefited from

globalisation?
- How does Apple exploit LICs and NEEs?
- Why is fairtrade needed?
- What is global governance and why is it

needed?

Key Words Transnational Companies (TNCS)
Source country
Host country



- What is a global common?
- Where is Antarctica located?
- What is Antarctica’s climate like and why?
- How successful have attempts been to

govern Antarctica?
- What is the Antarctic Treaty and why is it

important?
- How do NGOs help to govern Antarctica?
- Does globalisation bring positives or

negatives to the world?

Mental/physical development
- Exploring inequalities and segregation

within a country and between countries
and considering solutions to these issues.

Literacy
Students develop the ability to write:
Descriptions
Explanations
Comparisons
Evaluations

Numeracy
Drawing and reading figures and graphs

Fairtrade
Trade
International trade
Global governance
United Nations
Apple
Global common
Antarctic Treaty
Non Government Organisations (NGOs)
Greenpeace

Links to
prior
knowledge

Year 11 geography unit:
- The economic world

A Level Business unit – Global business – Globalisation, global markets and business expansion and global industries and
companies (MNCs)

How
knowledge
is assessed

Throughout lessons:
- Mini quizzes
- Tasks and plenary tasks within the lesson
- Class discussions and paired discussions where verbal feedback follows
- Teacher checks students’ work in lesson
- Homework
- Exam questions

Past exam questions and end of unit test
How gaps
will be
addressed

- Lesson quizzes used to assess students’ understanding and address misconceptions
- Verbal feedback and support given by teachers throughout lessons
- Paired work allows students to work together to develop their understanding
- Medal and mission used to highlight and address misconceptions
- Teach checks students’ work throughout lesson and addresses misconceptions if needed



Cultural
capital
lessons

- Where does an Apple phone come from?
- How has Apple benefited from globalisation?
- How does Apple exploit LICs and NEEs?
- Why is fairtrade needed?
- What is global governance and why is it needed?
- What is a global common?
- Where is Antarctica located?
- What is Antarctica’s climate like and why?
- How successful have attempts been to govern Antarctica?
- What is the Antarctic Treaty and why is it important?
- How do NGOs help to govern Antarctica?
- Does globalisation bring positives or negatives to the world?


